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Walk:
Location:

EOC 12
Craig y Nos Country Park

Distance (miles):
Time (hours):
Length of Walk:
Parking:
Walked:
Pop in to:

0
0
2 hours
Free at castle but charged for in Country Park‟s own car park
Frequently – probably 800 times over the last few years!
Craig y Nos Country Park display area and tea rooms or the Castle itself

Description:

40 acres of woodland paths and fields, with three lakes having swans and ducks in
the summer months, the river Tawe wandering through the Country Park and lower
gardens of Craig y Nos Castle, through which the Park can be accessed via field gates
(normally left open). There is one large field suitable for dogs to run freely unless
livestock in it (not often). Two footbridges cross the river Tawe into woodland. At
the far end there is one quite large lake accessed through woodland, while near the
car park of the country park there is a smaller lake with small boat house from which
you can feed the ducks.
You can head out of the Country Park at the northern end, through further fields
belonging to the Dan Yr Ogofs show caves, through which there is a right of way.
Cross over a footbridge over one part of the river Tawe (river splits in two – a legacy
of Adelina Patti who diverted it to provide water for the two lakes in the Park) and
you will find a small lake that is actually on Show Caves land, also with ducks and
swans in the summer, with a field path going around it. Boggy in parts, duckboard
walkways provided.
Behind the Country Park in an easterly direction, at the top of the larger of the two
country park lakes, there is a bridle path which takes you left up a hill through fields
and interesting scenery, with a public right of way going right through a farm at the
end, up to top of the mountain (follow way marked signs). The bridle path also goes
off to the right, where you can eventually walk up to Penwylt via a further bridle path
or via the lanes.

Pictures taken on various dates available on the website.
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Pictures taken on 24/08/2009:
River Tawe – generally safe for dogs to swim in, but after heavy rains it can rise up and become very fast
flowing. So you need to be careful when allowing dogs in after periods of heavy rain.

There are two small lakes in the Country Park, both man-made with dams built by Adelina Patti, who even
diverted part of the River Tawe to provide water for the two dams. There is also a third, smaller lake, more a
large pond, in land owned by Ashford Price of the Welsh Show Caves.

Looking back from bottom of upper lake, towards Craig y Nos Castle in pic on left, and towards the Country
Parks offices and visitor centre building in the pic on right.
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Pictures taken on 03/02/2009 (includes some of castle as setting off for walk):
Nurses Block

View from call centre offices – we start walk here

Picture on the left shows the Atrium Block where all the en-suites are located. This is called the atrium block
because there used to be a roof over half of the inner yard. This was removed by us as it was falling down.
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To the left is the gatehouse duplex apartment.

Setting off for our walk in the snow with the dogs, from the call centre offices. Right hand picture shows the
call centre offices looking back the way we have come.

Path to lower gardens at Craig y Nos Castle, from where one can walk into the Country Park
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Turning right out of the lower gardens of the castle, with the River Tawe on your left, you will walk along a
short path before the walk opens up into the first field, with a small pavilion on your right.

Open area in front of the pavilion. There is a woodland path diagonally opposite corner as you enter this field,
which you take to go along to the end of the meadow, which you can then walk around giving the dogs a good
run before you enter the woodland walks and lakes area.

Shows the meadow field, which is quite large. Sheeba was pictured here doing an unusual pirouette. River
Tawe runs along one side of the field.
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River Tawe, popular with Jack the Golden Retriever, irrespective of the temperature.

Here we have walked around the field and are coming back along the river path. The river is to our right, on
this return walk, as shown in the picture on the right. In the picture on the left, you can see in the centre a
small stone to the right of a tree centre left. This stone marks the planting of the oak tree beside it, by Adelina
Patti, in 1914.

The return from the fields has us walking along the river. Looking to our left we can see the pavilion again.
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We have now crossed the white footbridge into the woodland area of the Country park, turned right and are
heading along the path beside the river, which is now on our right.

The path along the river soon bends left, up a small slope and to a large lake which you can see the dogs
swimming in here, it being just not quite frozen.

More pictures of the lake. We now continue up a path running along the left side of the lake and we walk
around the lake to the top, where there are some duckboards that we cross over into another woodland area.
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Here we have proceeded over the river at the top of the lake, through some fields, and into land owned by the
Welsh Dan yr Ogof showcaves, which you are also allowed to walk through. There is a small lake – more of a
large pond really, that you can walk around. I tend to go around it anticlockwise.

Returning from the lake back towards the Country Park, this is the view to the right as you head back into the
Country Park from the fields owned by the Show Caves.

This is the part of the Country Park most people know and have picnics in, in the summer. On the right is the
main bridge across the River Tawe back to the castle‟s lower garden area (path on the left) and also back to
the Country Park‟s own car park (path on the right).
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Looking left along the River Tawe as one crosses the bridge shown above. To the right of the pic on left, are
the castle‟s own lower gardens, with walks along this section of the River Tawe. In picture on the right, we
are within the castle‟s own lower gardens. There is a rockery and also a long former trout breeding pool,
which we now use to swim the dogs in to get them clean after a muddy walk.

Note that this trench has sheer sides, which a dog cannot get out of other than at the end nearest the castle (see
pic on right). It is probably five feet deep. If swimming dogs in this pool, ensure a) they can swim and b) they
are introduced to the correct way out, first, before having them swim up and down. Ours jump in the deep end
and then race each other to the end nearest the castle where they can get out.

We come up the path ab0ove the trout pool, to arrive at the terraced area behind the castle and theatre.
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Pictures taken on 07/06/2008:
These show some of the same pics taken in the snow, affording you a glimpse of the walks in the Country
Park a season apart. Bottom left, the lower gardens and summer house at Craig y Nos Country Park. Bottom
right, the walk along the River Tawe to the pavilion area.

Pavilion seen in summer. Picture on left is of a secluded little known piece of river which can only be
accessed through the style at the bottom of the meadow field. You have to cross the river on stepping stones
to get to this point, but it makes a nice peaceful area for a picnic and guaranteed you will meet no one.

View looking downstream from my secret spot through the style at bottom of meadow. Right hand pic is of
the main path through the Country Park to Rhododendron walk with its covered arched walkway of unusually
shaped tree branches.
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Approaching the rhododendron area. Note that in Wales the Rhododendrons come out a week or two later, so
they are still out in mid June, normally, having only started flowering in late May.

Back to the main picnic area (the two pics above and the two pics below).
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Doggy heaven here – in the summer evenings this section of woodland is heavily populated with rabbits. The
dogs never catch them of course, but they have great fun trying. Since the park is fully enclosed, once your
dog knows his way around it is safe to let them off a lead. There are no sheep in the Country Park woodland
and lakes area, though the main hay meadow field sometimes has sheep grazing in the early spring period.

Some more Pictures taken on 24/05/2008:
Lower gardens at Craig y Nos. The Country Park walks start just the other side of the fence (left picture).

Lower Gardens at Craig y Nos, looking towards the summer house (left pic) and up to the Conservatory (right
pic)
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Bottom of hay meadow field, far southern end of Country park. This field makes an excellent fenced in run
area for the dogs to chase around freely. There are very occasionally sheep in this field in Jan and Feb though
I have not seen any stock in this field for a couple of years. Hay taken off it in the summer.

Through a style at the bottom of the hay meadow field, you can walk along a narrow short path to this
stepping stone crossing area, to cross over the Tawe. There is a secret right of way through some
undergrowth, over a gate, crossing one small field, often with a black and white pony in it, and then you can
turn left along the path running behind the country park and eventually turn off into the Park again.
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White metal railed footbridge leading from lower gardens of Craig y Nos into the woodland walks of the
country park.

Part of the large lake in the Country Park, bordered by woodland on the eastern side, and rhododendron lined
paths the western side.

Return walk via picnic area on left and river Tawe on the right.
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Pictures taken on 02/09/2005:
Adelina Patti planted this oak tree in hay meadow field (stone marks the spot in the left pic).

River Tawe from white metal railed bridge.

Rhododendron lined path Western side of large lake
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Path leading from land owned by Welsh show caves back into the Country Park. Horses often in this area.

Pictures taken on 16/09/2005 of path behind country park (accessed through gate at top end of large lake).
This path takes you for a mile or two in either direction before giving you the option of going up the mountain
behind the castle to Penwylt:
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Pictures taken 28/05.2006:
Hay meadow field – section of field running alongside the River Tawe (left pic), and on right pic, the oak tree
planted by Adelina Patti, which is marked by a stone.

Path alongside River Tawe, running alongside the Hay Meadow field.
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Main tall trees woodland path leading from Welsh Show Caves end of Country Park, back into picnic area.
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Pictures taken on 08/02/2007:
Castle taken from lower gardens.

Path leading from Castle‟s lower gardens, through Country Park woodland area.

The large pond on land owned by Welsh Showcaves (left) and wintry castle from lower gardens (right pic).

